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Prices

Market summary
 Chinese paraffin wax export prices extended their gains for
another month in January amid tighter supplies.
 Plentiful availability from domestic production combined
with imported volumes from Asia kept a lid on price support
from rising crude and base oil costs in Europe's wax market.
 US fully-refined paraffin wax prices firmed in January amid
a second month of increases in Chinese wax export increases
and increases in feedstock prices.

31 Jan

29 Dec

±

Paraffin wax, fob north China $/t
Fully-refined, bulk liquid

1,160.00

1,100.00

+60.00

Fully-refined, slab

1,200.00

1,180.00

+20.00

Semi-refined, slab

1,180.00

1,160.00

+20.00

Fully-refined, slab

1,140.00

1,140.00

0.00

Semi-refined, slab

1,120.00

1,120.00

0.00

845.00

800.00

+45.00

Paraffin wax, fob south China $/t

Paraffin wax, fob Thailand $/t
Feedstock slack

Paraffin wax, delivered northwest Europe $/t
Fully-refined, low-melt

1,260.00

1,220.00

+40.00

Fully-refined, mid-melt

1,347.00

1,304.00

+43.00

Fully-refined, high-melt

1,371.50

1,328.00

+43.50

844.50

817.50

+27.00

Slack, 10-20%
Paraffin wax, fob US Gulf bulk liquid $/t
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Fully-refined, low-melt

1,421.98

1,399.94

+22.04

Fully-refined, mid-melt

1,444.03

1,421.98

+22.05

Fully-refined, high-melt

1,499.14

1,444.03

+55.11

Slack, 15-25%

1,151.92

1,151.92

0.00

Ice Brent

69.05

66.87

+2.18

Nymex WTI

64.50

60.42

+4.08

Crude oil $/bl

Feedstocks $/t

$/bl

Crude

VGO 2% NWE barge

502.88

474.12

+28.75

VGO 2% USGC barge

520.00

495.38

+24.62

SN 150, Singapore ex-tank

765.00

750.00

+15.00

SN 150, Europe domestic

757.50

737.50

+20.00

SN 150, US domestic

697.00

672.50

+24.50

Europe SN 150 premium to VGO

254.62

263.38

-8.75

US SN 150 premium to VGO

177.00

177.12

-0.12

Singapore SN 150 premium to gasoil

154.03

159.17

-5.14

Europe SN 150 premium to ULSD, NWE

147.75

138.25

+9.50

89.43

77.21

+12.22

Gasoil 0.005%, Singapore

610.97

590.83

+20.14

ULSD, NWE, German barges

609.75

599.25

+10.50

ULSD, USGC Colonial 62

607.57

595.29

+12.28

Base oils $/t
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Oil status
Crude oil
Global crude prices moved sharply higher in January as falling
crude stocks combined with ongoing Opec compliance with
production cuts to signal a move towards a supply-demand
re-balancing.
Crude stocks at the Cushing, Oklahoma, pricing hub for
WTI fell by some 11.9mn bl between the end of December and
26 January to just 37mn bl. Stocks at Cushing had been as high
as 63mn bl around the middle of November but have been falling for the past 11 consecutive weeks.
Opec compliance with agreed production cuts has also remained high and is expected to continue as member countries
look to rebalance global markets and sustain higher prices.
Compliance by the 24 Opec and non-Opec producers participating in the agreement to cut 1.7mn b/d from supply was said
to hit 129pc in December, its highest since the deal came into
force.
Supply issues in Venezuela, which is an Opec member,
have also helped boost crude prices in recent weeks. Venezuelan crude output declined to its lowest since 1985 at the
end of last year, excluding during a 2002-03 oil strike, when it
fell temporarily to 1mn b/d. Production fell to 1.62mn b/d in
December, according to data communicated directly to Opec
by Venezuela's energy ministry, nearly 400,000 b/d lower than
a year earlier. The loss was concentrated in the fourth quarter,
when output declined by around 250,000 b/d.

Feedstocks
VGO cash prices rose to the highest level seen since late 2014
$/bl

VGO

600

VGO 0.5% NWE barge

amid elevated crude values and steady VGO demand. The market was poised for a series of crude unit turnarounds in February that may diminish VGO supply, thus demand had been brisk
for both cargoes and barges throughout January.
Motiva’s Port Arthur, Texas, refinery and Shell’s Norco,
Louisiana, refinery are among those expected to embark on
crude unit work over the next month.
Fluid catalytic cracker (FCC) margins were slightly improved at the end of January behind stronger gasoline and
distillate cracks, adding to bullish pricing fundamentals. The
prospect of heavy turnarounds in Europe limiting spot cargo
supply to the US also loomed.
Northwest Europe VGO prices rose by $32.88/t to $507/t on
29 January with support from heightened Brent crude prices.
In the US, high sulphur VGO cash prices were up by almost
$32/t to $527.05/t at the end of the month.

Base oils
Global Group I base oils prices were mostly higher in January, supported by more limited spot supplies in all of the key
regional markets and higher feedstock costs.
The continued removal of surplus supplies from the US
and European market has allowed base oils producers to raise
their domestic prices. Widespread expectations of even higher
prices have triggered a pick-up in demand among buyers in
India, China and the Mideast Gulf as they seek to build stocks
to lock supplies at current price levels.
The rise in crude prices to their highest levels since December 2014 has supported firmer global prices for vacuum
gasoil, competing fuels and base oils.
US Group I solvent neutral prices have increased in Janu$/t
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Manufacturers shipments, inventories and orders survey
Shipments

New orders

Unfilled orders

Inventories

Oct/Nov

Sep/Oct

Aug/Sep

Oct/Nov

Sep/Oct

Aug/Sep

Oct/Nov

Sep/Oct

Aug/Sep

Oct/Nov

Sep/Oct

Aug/Sep

Durable goods

0.9

0.5

1.2

1.3

-0.4

2.4

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.6

Nondurable goods

1.4

1.1

1.0

1.4

1.1

1.0

na

na

na

0.6

0.6

0.7

ary amid still limited surplus supplies. The stronger market
fundamentals prompted all Group I producers to raise their
posted prices for solvent neutrals by $0.15/USG. Bright stock
posted prices remained unchanged amid ready supplies of the
heavy grade product as well as increased supplies of alternative products.
Only one major Group I producer in the US has had cargo
size volumes of surplus heavy grades in December and January. This producer has cleared these surplus supplies from
the domestic US market in two large shipments to India. This
has helped to keep supplies in the domestic market limited.
Another major Group I base oils and wax producer prioritized
building its stocks ahead of a six to seven week-long planned
turnaround from mid-February. The maintenance work involves
the refinery’s sole crude unit. Another refinery that produces
heavy viscosity Group I base oils and wax had a four-day-long
unplanned shutdown in January following a fire.
Group I prices in Asia-Pacific have similarly increased amid
stronger demand in southeast Asia. Demand from India and
China has been slower than usual. Indian buyers have stocked
up on a large volume of supplies from the US and Europe.
Chinese buyers continue to prioritize securing certain products
such as Group I heavy grades. Tighter supplies of heavy grade
products, such as bright stock, have supported firmer prices in
Northeast Asia.
Group I prices in Europe have also firmed supported by
tighter supplies and increased regional demand. Moves to clear
excess supplies from the European market in recent months
have added to the current supply tightness. A pick-up in regional demand has also helped absorb surplus material in the
market. The increase in demand reflects moves by blenders
to build stocks as buyers anticipated the current tightness and
price increases. Regional demand in Europe for heavy grades
has outpaced demand for SN 150 ahead of planned maintenance. While supplies from the Baltic remain sufficient, there
is increased competition for supplies from that market ahead
of upcoming maintenance work in Russia.
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Business outlook
Asia-Pacific
The Nikkei India Manufacturing PMI rose to 54.7 in December,
up from 52.6 in November – the strongest rate of growth in five
years. The gain was led by the largest increase in output and
new orders since December 2012 and October 2016, respectively. Job creation was at its fastest pace since August 2012.
Firms raised their average selling prices at the fastest pace
since February.
China’s manufacturing PMI was at 51.6pc in December,
down by 0.2 percentage points from November, showing continuing steady growth in the manufacturing industry, according
to the National Bureau of Statistics of China. Among the five
sub-indices composing the PMI, production and new orders
had readings above 50, while the main raw materials inventory
index, the employed persons index and the supplier delivery
time index were below 50.
The South Korean economy is expected to have grown by
3.2pc in 2017, and is expected to grow by 3pc in 2018, according to the finance ministry’s annual outlook. Next year, the
growth will be based on strong global economies and improving domestic consumption. However, uncertainties about rising
interest rates and competition in global trade will create headwinds.

Europe
Euro area annual inflation is expected to be 1.4pc in December, down from 1.5pc in November, according to a flash estimate from Eurostat. Of the primary components of euro area
inflation, energy is expected to have the highest annual rate
in December at 3pc, followed by food, alcohol and tobacco
at 2.1pc, services at 1.2pc and non-energy industrial goods at
0.5pc.
Industrial producer prices rose by 0.6pc in both the euro
area and the broader EU in November, compared with October 2017, according to estimates from Eurostat. In October,
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prices rose by 0.4pc in both zones. In the Euro area, increase
is largely due to a 2.3pc rise in industrial producer prices in
the energy sector, while prices for intermediate goods rose by
0.2pc and capital goods rose by 0.1pc. In the EU, the increase
is due to a 2.5pc increase in the energy sector, followed by a
0.2pc increase for intermediate goods, and a 0.1pc increase for
both capital goods and durable consumer goods.
IHS Markit’s Eurozone Manufacturing PMI rose to 60.6 in
December, up from 60.1in November – the highest reading
since the survey began in mid-1997. The expansion was led
by the investment goods sector, which also saw record-high
growth. Growth was slower in the consumer goods sector, but
remained solid. Business conditions improved across all of the
countries covered, and readings were at record highs in Austria, Germany and Ireland.

Americas
The US goods and services deficit was $50.5bn in November, up $1.6bn from the revised October number. November
exports were $200.2bn, up $4.4bn from October. November
imports were $250.7bn, $6bn more than in October, according
to the US Bureau of Economic Analysis.
Total nonfarm payroll employment rose by 148,000 in December, leaving the unemployment rate unchanged at 4.1pc,
according to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics. Employment
gains occurred in health care, construction and manufacturing.
For 2017, payroll employment growth reached 2.1mn, compared with a gain of 2.2mn in 2016.
The Institute for Supply Management’s December Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) registered a reading of 59.7pc, up
1.5 percentage points from the November reading of 58.2pc,
suggesting that the manufacturing sector is continuing to expand. New orders and production showed the highest level of
growth, with employment expanding at a slower rate.
Real gross domestic product (GDP) rose at an annual rate of
2.6pc in the fourth quarter of 2017, according to the advance
estimate from the US Bureau of Economic Analysis. In the third
quarter, real GDP increased by 3.2pc.
The GDP rate increase reflected positive contributions from
personal consumption expenditures (PCE), nonresidential fixed
investment, exports, residential fixed investment, state and
local government spending, and federal government spending
that were partly offset by a negative contribution from private
inventory investment. Imports, which are a subtraction in the
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calculation of GDP, increased.
The US Producer Price Index for final demand fell by 0.1pc
in December, as prices for final demand goods were unchanged
and the index for final demand services fell by 0.2pc, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Final demand prices rose
by 0.4pc in December and November.
US industrial production rose by 0.9pc in December following a 0.1pc decrease the previous month, according to data
from the US Federal Reserve. Industrial production increased
by 3.6pc over December 2016 levels.
The Federal Reserve's index of manufacturing increased by
0.1pc in December after increasing by 0.3pc in November.
The index for utilities increased by 5.6pc in December to
108.1. Capacity utilization for the industrial sector rose to
77.9pc in December.
Building permits in December stood at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 1.32mn, down by 0.1pc from the revised
November rate of 1.303mn, but is 2.8pc above year-earlier levels. Housing starts in December stood at a seasonally adjusted
rate of 1.192mn, down by 8.2pc from the revised November
estimate, and down by 6pc from the starts in December 2016.
December housing completions stood at a seasonally adjusted
rate of 1.177mn, up by 2.2pc from the revised November estimate, and up by 7.4pc from year-earlier levels.
Durable manufacturing increased to 107.9 in December, up
from 107.6 in November. Non-durable manufacturing decreased to 104 in December.
Motor vehicle and parts production rose to 131.5 in December, up from 128.9 in November, and up from 129.4 in October.
Petroleum refinery shipments rose by 6.3pc to $45.254bn
in November, up from $42.56bn in October and $40.96bn in
September. Shipments were up 27.8pc from year-earlier levels.
November petroleum refinery inventories rose to $35.28bn, up
by 2.9pc from the previous month.
Paperboard container shipments rose by 1.6pc to $5.59bn
in November, up from $5.5bn in October, and up from $5.4bn
in September. Shipments were up by 3.8pc above levels from
November 2016.
November shipments of paints, coatings, and adhesives
rose by 0.2pc to $3.9bn, up from $3.89bn in October, and up
from $3.82bn in September. Shipments were up by 5.6pc above
year-earlier levels. Plastics and rubber product shipments rose
by 0.3pc to $20.11bn in November, up from $20.04bn in October, but decreased by 0.1pc from year-earlier levels.
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Paraffin wax prices, Asia-Pacific
¢/lb
Low

High

Fully-refined, bulk liquid

52.39

Fully-refined, slab

54.20

Semi-refined, slab

53.30

$/t
Mid

±

52.84

52.62

+2.72

54.66

54.43

+0.91

53.75

53.52

+0.91

Low

€/t

High

Mid

±

Low

High

1,155.00

1,165.00

1,160.00

1,195.00

1,205.00 1,200.00

1,175.00

1,185.00

Mid

±

+60.00

930.35

+20.00

962.50

938.35

934.35

+19.38

970.67

966.58

1,180.00

+20.00

946.51

-14.96

954.51

950.51

-14.35

fob north China

fob south China
Fully-refined, slab

51.48

51.94

51.71

0.00

1,135.00

1,145.00

1,140.00

0.00

914.19

922.36

918.28

-29.98

Semi-refined, slab

50.58

51.03

50.80

0.00

1,115.00

1,125.00

1,120.00

0.00

898.21

906.20

902.20

-29.46

33.57

43.09

38.33

+2.04

740.00

950.00

845.00

+45.00

596.14

765.20

680.67

+15.27

fob Thailand
Feedstock slack

Market commentary
Asia-Pacific
Chinese paraffin wax export prices extended their gains for
another month in January amid tighter supplies.
State-owned CNPC and Sinopec Shanghai raised its fullyrefined 58/60C paraffin slab wax spot offers by $20/t to $1,1951,205/t fob northeastern China. Semi-refined wax offers were
also up by $20/t to $1,175-1,185/t fob.
Several factors contributed to the gains in Chinese wax
export prices. Tracking the climbs in prices for refined oil
products, Chinese refiners raised paraffin wax offer prices. Refined oil product prices edged up following the announcement
in early January by China’s State Administration of Taxation
that it would implement stricter policy on the regulation of
consumption taxes for oil products.
The strengthening of the Chinese Yuan against the US
dollar also supported the higher prices amid tight supplies.
Despite the higher offers by the Chinese refiners, a handful of
shipments were sold to the Asian markets at large discounts to
the offers. Deliveries of fully-refined 58/60C to the southeast
Asia market were heard to have concluded at around $1,150/t
fob northeastern China, a price fixed in mid-January.
In tandem with the increase in slab prices, liquid waxes
prices were up by $60/t to $1,155-$1,165/t fob northeastern
China amid similar supply tightness. Weaker demand from
the US resulted in lower shipment volumes of Chinese paraffin liquid wax in January. CNPC only shipped a total of 6,000t
of 58/60C liquid waxes to the US, less than half the volume
shipped in December.
Sinopec Maoming left its 58/60C paraffin slab wax unchanged for another month. Prices were at $1,135-1,145/t fob
south China for fully-refined waxes and $1,115-1,125/t fob for
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semi-refined waxes. Supplies continue to be limited out of
Sinopec’s Maoming refinery, keeping inventory levels low. The
refinery mainly supplies volumes to its term customers as spot
availability remained limited.
State-owned refinery CNPC raised its local prices for
paraffin slab waxes by 200 Yuan/t ($31.6/t) in the month of
January, despite the slowdown in domestic demand ahead
of Chinese New Year holidays amid tightened supplies. Prices
were at 7,700-7,900 Yuan/t ($1,215 – 1,247/t) ex-warehouse for
fully–refined waxes and 7,600-7,800 Yuan/t ($1,199 – 1,231/t)
ex-warehouse for semi-refined waxes. The domestic market
has entered its seasonal low-demand period and is expected
to recover in late February after the long Chinese New Year
holidays.
Paraffin wax demand for candle-making was stable in
South Korea amid the winter season. Seven containers of
58/60C fully-refined slab waxes were moved from Dalian,
China at $1,137/t delivered to Incheon, a price fixed at the
start of January. This netbacks to around $1,117/t fob Dalian as
container freights from Dalian to Incheon were unchanged at
around $20/t.
Japanese 60/62C paraffin wax prices were kept stable
for another month, despite the rising crude oil prices. Prices
remained range-bound at $1,500-1,600/t delivered to the
west coast of the US and $1,600-1,700/t delivered to the east
coast. Shipments to the Asian markets were also unchanged
at $1,300-1,800/t delivered. The major Japanese producer
has not adjusted prices since March 2017 though prices were
expected to increase from next month amid the firmer crude
oil prices. Sales of slab waxes were stable at 700-800t. The
refiner did not export any liquid waxes in January. Freights
from Tokuyama to Taiwan and Latin America remained largely
unchanged.
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Group I base oil and wax plant maintenance
Refiner

Location

Timing

Capacity Capacity affected

Cause

Sepahan

Isfahan, Iran

2H Aug to 2H Oct 2017

485,000 t/yr Partial

Pertamina

Cilacap, Indonesia

22 Oct 2017 to 1H Nov

440,000 t/yr Partial

Maintenance

HollyFrontier

Tulsa, US

27 Sept for 35 days

535,000 t/yr Partial

Maintenance

EGPC

Alexandria, Egypt

1 Oct 2017 for 1 year

115,000 t/yr All

Maintenance

Pertamina

Cilacap, Indonesia

22 Oct 2017 for 1 month

440,000 t/yr Partial

Maintenance

Sepahan

Isfahan, Iran

2H Aug 2017 for 1 month

485,000 t/yr Partial

Maintenance

MOL

Szazhalombatta, Hungary

March 2017 for 4 weeks

150,000 t/yr All

Maintenance

PetroChina

Fushun, China

June 2017 for 45 days

400,000 t/yr All

Maintenance

TonenGeneral

Wakayama, Japan

22 Jan 2017 for 21 days

360,000 t/yr All

Damaged by fire

IRPC

Rayong, Thailand

Feb 2017 for 45 days

320,000 t/yr All

Maintenance

Sinopec

Maoming, China

March 2017 for 2 months

700,000 t/yr 400,000 t/yr

Maintenance

PetroChina

Dalian, China

21 March 2017 for 45 days

400,000 t/yr All

Maintenance

Nippon Seiro

Tokuyama, Japan

May 2017 for 1 month

90,000 t/yr All

Maintenance

PetroChina

Daqing, China

July 2017 for 1 month

450,000 t/y 250,000 t/yr

Maintenance

International Group Inc.

Smethport, US

April 2017 for 2-3 weeks

8,000 b/d Partial

Maintenance

Ergon

Newell, US

April 2017 for 5-6 weeks

23,000 b/d Partial

Maintenance

Lotos

Gdansk, Poland

March 2017 for 1 month

245,000 t/yr All

Maintenance

Cepsa

San Rogue, Spain

Feb 2017 for 1 month

265,000 t/yr All

Maintenance

Sepahan

Isfahan, Iran

1H Oct 2016 for 3-4 weeks

485,000 t/yr Partial

Maintenance

Naftan

Novopolotsk, Belarus

5 Oct 2016 for 1 month

200,000 t/yr All

Maintenance

Lotos

Gdansk, Poland

Oct 2016

245,000 t/yr NA

Maintenance

Eni

Livorno, Italy

End-Sept 2016 for 50 days

645,000 t/yr All

Maintenance

Gazpromneft

Omsk, Russia

Sep 2016

230,000 t/yr Partial

Maintenance

Rosneft

Angarsk, Russia

Sep 2016 for 2-3 weeks

250,000 t/yr All

Maintenance

JX Nippon

Negishi, Japan

Mid-Sep for 2 months

520,000 t/yr All

Maintenance

Thai Lube

Siracha, Thailand

2H Aug 2016 for 1 month

275,000 t/yr NA

Maintenance

Pertamina

Cilacap, Indonesia

End-July 2016 for 20-25 days

440,000 t/yr All

Maintenance

Bazan Group

Haifa, Israel

End-July to 2H Sep 2016

75,000 t/yr All

Maintenance

Indian Oil Corporation

Digobi, India

early-July for 1 month

43,800 t/yr All

Maintenance

MOL

Szazhalombatta, Hungary

July for 4 weeks

165,000 b/d All

Maintenance

JX Nippon

Mizushima B, Japan

Mid-Jun for 2 months

225,000 t/yr All

Maintenance

Sapref

Durban, South Africa

May 2016

170,000 t/yr All

Maintenance

Rosneft

Novokuibyshevsk, Russia

Apr 2016 for 3 weeks

350,000 t/yr All

Maintenance
Maintenance

Maintenance

American Refining Group Bradford, US

April 2016 for 2 weeks

2,400 b/d NA

Ergon

Newell, US

April 2016

4,800 b/d All

Maintenance

Rosneft

Novokuibyshevsk

April 2016 for 3 weeks

350,000 t/yr All

Maintenance

Lukoil

Perm, Russia

Apr 2016 for 45 days

460,000 t/yr NA

Maintenance

Domestic demand in India fell this month and demand for
paraffin waxes was expected to remain weak till February.
Despite the weak demand, state-owned Chennai Petroleum
(CPCL) kept its offers unchanged for January. Offers of its
64/66C Type 2 pellet form paraffin wax were maintained in the
local market at Rp74,900/t ($1,175/t) ex-Chennai, and offers for
its 60/62C Type 2A pellet form paraffin wax were maintained
at Rp72,900/t ($1,144/t) ex-Chennai. Market participants explained that while the offer prices were unchanged, refineries
were offering higher discounts in order to move volumes amid
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the weak domestic demand. Bulk discounts were reported to
be up to 6pc, depending on the volume.
Indian Oil Corporation (IOC) and Numaligarh Refinery (NRL)
were offering at similar levels to CPCL this month. Chinese
refiners continue to offer their supplies into India but this was
met with limited interest against the low domestic prices.
Iranian Sepahan Oil’s started the year by keeping its offers
for its slack waxes in drums stable at $725/t fob Bandar Abbas
after two months of increases. Paraffin waxes in slabs were
being offered at $870/t fob Bandar Abbas in the beginning of
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the month. The refiner increased prices from the second-half
of January, tracking the gains in prices from Group I base oils.
Prices were up by $30/t at $900/t fob Bandar Abbas.
Thai slack wax prices saw a strong start for the year.
Prices moved up for a second consecutive month by $45/t to
$740-950/t fob Sriracha. Robust demand from India and China
outstripped supply, putting upwards pressure on Thai prices.
Firmer crude oil gains over the month also supported the
higher slack wax prices.

Europe
Europe domestic wax prices were stable in January. Plentiful
availability from domestic production combined with imported
volumes from Asia kept a lid on price support from rising crude
and base oil costs.
Demand for all wax grades has picked up in January as
buyers look to build inventory after clearing stocks at the end
of last year. Domestic paraffin prices had been falling steadily
since the second half of last year with a seasonal peak in November ahead of Christmas. Prices fell again in December as
producers sought to clear inventories ahead of the end of year.
Stronger crude values have been squeezing refiner’s margins and producers are seeking to pass some of the cost onto
customers. But the impact of rising crude, VGO and base oil
prices is yet to impact the market as buyers are refusing price
increases for now amid plentiful spot supply. Players are aware
that if crude values remain strong that a price increase may be
on the horizon, especially as market activity picks up into the
first quarter.
Prices for fully refined low melt wax remained stable at
€1,000-1,030/t ($1,236 – 1,273/t), mid melt at €1,070-1,100/t
($1,323 – 1,360/t) and high melt €1,090-1,120/t ($1,347 –
1,384/t), all on a delivered NW Europe bulk basis.
While market activity improves and demand rises, supply is
tightening. Several European Group I producers are starting or
preparing for planned and unplanned shutdowns for main-

tenance. They are limiting spot offers to the market as they
stockpile supplies to ensure that they can cover contractual
demand.
A Mediterranean refinery is expected to shut down next
week for two months of maintenance-work. The timing would
partly overlap with the shutdown of another refinery in the
same region starting in April. Major producers in Israel and
Turkey also have maintenance during this period. Buyers in
those regions are expected to seek volumes from Europe to
cover any spot requirements.
Downward pressure has been exerted by an influx of low
cost solid products from the Asian market that are readily
available at up to $200/t discount to domestic liquid products. But the supply is growing shorter ahead of Chinese New
Year. Prices in that market are rising making the arbitrage
less feasible. For now, the strengthening euro is mitigating the increasing cost of Chinese imports in dollar terms to
some extent. Buyers who were inundated with offers from
traders have been receiving less contact as supply begins to
tighten.
Availability of waxes from the Russian border is good. A
major producer has a tender in the market for over 3,000t of
paraffin wax and almost 4,000t of slack wax of varying grades
for export in February. There is some demand for these waxes
from the candle market in Eastern Europe but they cannot be
used in all applications, decreasing their attractiveness. Prices
for Russian slack waxes offered at the Russian border are at a
€70-100/t ($87 – 124/t) discount to published slack wax prices.
Slack wax prices remain stable in the €650-700/t ($804 – 865/t)
from major European ports.
Domestic European SN 150 base oil price premiums to
30-day-average Ice gasoil futures have dropped to $149/t,
below year earlier levels of $152/t. The SN 500 premium has
edged down to $231/t versus around $222/t at the same time
last year. The SN 150 premium to four-week average vacuum
gasoil (VGO) prices has fallen to $260/t.

Paraffin wax prices, delivered northwest Europe bulk liquid
¢/lb
Low

High

Fully-refined, low-melt

56.29

Fully-refined, mid-melt

60.24

Fully-refined, high-melt
Slack, 10-20%
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$/t
Mid

±

58.01

57.15

+1.81

61.96

61.10

+1.95

61.37

63.05

62.21

+1.97

37.47

39.15

38.31

+1.22

Low

€/t

High

Mid

±

Low

High

1,241.00

1,279.00

1,260.00

+40.00

1000.00

1,328.00

1,366.00

1,347.00

+43.00

1070.00

1,353.00

1,390.00

1,371.50

+43.50

826.00

863.00

844.50

+27.00
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Mid

±

1030.00

1015.00

0.00

1100.00

1085.00

0.00

1090.00

1120.00

1105.00

0.00

665.00

695.00

680.00

0.00
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Paraffin wax prices, fob US Gulf bulk liquid
¢/lb
Low

$/t

High

Mid

±

Low

High

€/t
Mid

±

Low

High

Mid

±

Fully-refined, low-melt

60.00

69.00

64.50

+1.00

1,322.77

1,521.19

1,421.98

+22.05

1,065.00

1,225.00

1,145.00

-19.50

Fully-refined, mid-melt

61.00

70.00

65.50

+1.00 1,344.82

1,543.24

1,444.03

+22.05

1,083.00

1,243.00

1,163.00

-19.50

Fully-refined, high-melt

63.50

72.50

68.00

+2.50

1,399.94

1,598.35

1,499.14

+55.12

1,128.00

1,287.00

1,207.50

+6.00

Slack, 15-25%

47.50

57.00

52.25

0.00

1,047.20

1,256.63

1,151.92

0.00

844.00

1,012.00

928.00

-30.00

Americas
US fully-refined paraffin wax prices firmed in January amid a
second month of increases in Chinese wax export increases
and increases in feedstock prices.
Fully-refined high-melt wax prices at the higher end of the
melt-point spectrum saw the largest increases amid reports of
product trading at 0.75¢/lb. Market participants indicated that
imported supply from China was tighter than it had been in
December.
China bulk-liquid wax shipment volumes in January were
approximately half of what they amounted to in December.
US fully-refined high-melt wax prices increased by 2.5¢/
USG from December’s prices as a result.
A combination of increased freight rates for shipping containers and a decline in availability of truck freight in the US
has further constrained supply.
As of 18 December, most US truckers, with some exceptions, were required to use electronic logging devices that
monitor the driver’s driving time. The rigidity of automatically
logged driving time has constrained the way that trucking
businesses navigate safety and business interests, which has
resulted in extended shipping times. The effect of the new
driving regulations has already been seen in the higher pricing
of other commodities. Wax distributors are also feeling the
trucking pinch, according to market participants.
US fully-refined mid-melt and low-melt paraffin wax prices
increased by 1¢/lb over December’s prices thanks to the higher
freight, increased export prices from China and increases in
Group I base oil prices in the month of January.
A major Group I base oil producer will have a planned six
week-long turnaround in February. The producer has built up
sufficient stocks ahead of the planned maintenance, but is
unlikely to have much, if any, spot supplies before the turnaround.
Early in the month, Mexico's state-owned Pemex raised its
Group I base oils prices in January. Pemex raised its prices by
3.1-6.5pc, or $0.10-0.27/USG in US dollar terms.
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ExxonMobil began to notify its customers on 8 January of
price increases for most of its Group I and Group II/II+ base
oils, according to its customers.
HollyFrontier raised its Group I posted prices by $0.15/USG
for its solvent neutrals effective from 26 January.
PBF Energy will raise its light-, medium- and heavy neutral
prices by $0.15/USG with effect from 31 January.
US fully-refined mid-melt paraffin wax supplies are being
met with some competition from an alfa-olefin wax product
being produced and distributed from a major supplier’s US Gulf
coast facility. The synthetic wax product is most likened to
paraffin wax with a melt point of 58/60C, or 140F. Against the
backdrop of China raising export prices for 58/60C liquid wax,
the alfa-olefin wax could gain an edge in the US market.
Lower-priced slack wax supplies moving into the US from
a major producer’s plants in southeast Asia continue to apply
pressure on US slack wax prices. Despite the difference in
quality specifications, buyers are using the availability of the
alternate supplies from Asia as leverage to negotiate lower
slack wax prices overall.
The off-specification slack wax products are finding their
way to the oriented strand board (OSB) end-users, who are
reportedly blending it with tallow. The blending practice could
support demand for US-sourced tallow in the short term while
some of the quality issues are still being resolved.
Similarly, slack wax from Shell’s Pulau Bukom refinery in
Singapore continues to make its way through to US buyers via
samples and some spot deals. The price point for the Shell Singapore slack wax was indicated at a more modest discount to
other US slack wax products than the slack wax arriving from
elsewhere in southeast Asia.
The continued pressure on US slack wax prices was offset
by the rise in feedstock prices, as well as the limitations on
freight availability, keeping prices steady from December.
One US distributor reported an increase in demand for petrolatum wax – a category of micro-crystalline wax – and white
oils, which are used in adhesives and elastomers.
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US refining and production
November US petroleum wax production extended its gains
from the previous month, according to the latest data from
the US Energy Information Administration, and was higher than
November production in 2016 and 2015 as well.
US Gulf coast wax production increased by 7,000 bl to
119,000 bl in November from October’s output. With that,
US Gulf coast production accounted for 77.3pc of total wax
production in November, less so than in October, as production
rose in the US midcontinent.
Wax production rose in the US midcontinent to 42,000
bl from the previous month’s 21,000 bl. Midcontinent wax
production accounted for 27.3pc of total US wax production in
November.
November US wax production rose by 23.2pc to 154,000 bl,
up from 125,000 bl in October, and up by 2.7pc from production in November 2016. US wax output for the first 11 months
of 2017 amounted to 1.64mn bl, a 2pc increase from the
1.61mn bl produced during the same period in 2016.
US base oil and lubricant production also rose in November to 6.17mn bl, 506,000 bl more than the previous month's
output, and increased by 22.4pc from year-earlier levels. The
most significant gains in production took place along the US
Gulf coast, which produced 4.69mn bl in November, up from
4.44mn bl in October. Production rose in most other regions,
save the east coast, which decreased output in November by
17,000 bl from October levels.

News and analysis
China’s paraffin wax exports down in November
China’s November exports of paraffin wax containing less
than 0.75pc oil content slipped by 10pc year-over-year to hit
42,800t, according to government data.
Overall January-November exports totaled 464,000t, down
by 21pc when compared with a year earlier.
The US continued to be the top destination for Chinese
paraffin wax in November, taking on 17pc of the total export
volume for the month. Lower appetite from the US pushed
November shipments down sharply, by 26pc year-over-year, to
hit 7,000t. Overall, exports to the US from January-November
were at 96,000t, down by 27pc when compared with the same
period last year.
Exports to Hong Kong also fell sharply, to 1,500t, down
by 62pc year-over-year. Hong Kong is typically the third-
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largest recipient of Chinese paraffin waxes, after the US and
Mexico. Overall exports for the first 11 months of 2017 stood
at 29,000t, a sharp drop of 37pc when compared with a year
earlier.
Shipments to Mexico climbed by 32pc to 7,000t, but the
increase was not enough to bolster the fall in exports to the
US and Hong Kong. January-November exports fell by 5.7pc to
hit 76,000t.
Demand from other southeast Asia countries were mixed.
Shipments to Myanmar were up by 77pc year-over-year at
2,000t. But supplies to Vietnam fell by 19pc to hit 2,000t.
China paraffin wax imports containing less than 0.75pc oil
content was down by 16pc in November year-over-year at 480t.
Shipments from Malaysia fell the most sharply, by 20pc to 60t
compared with November last year.
Japanese supplies went up by 23pc year-over-year to hit
180t, but the increase was not enough to counter the fall.
Overall, Japanese supplies from January-November stood at
1,400t, making it the biggest supplier of paraffin wax to China.
This was up by 15pc when compared with the same period last
year.

Japan paraffin wax exports up year-over-year
Japan’s paraffin wax exports fell from last month, but volumes were up when compared with the same period a year
ago, reflecting a rise in shipments to most of its major export
destinations.
November exports of paraffin wax consisting less than
0.75pc oil content were at 5,000t, down by 2.2pc from last
month but a sharp increase of 47pc year-over-year, according to Japan Ministry of Finance data. Overall, the country’s
exports from January-November totaled 42,000t, up by 26pc
from a year earlier.
The US continued to be the top destination for Japanese
paraffin wax in November, taking on almost half of the total
export volume. Shipments to the US in November were at
2,300t, up by 1.8pc year-over-year. Overall, exports to the US
from January- November totaled 19,000t, down by 4.3pc when
compared with a year ago.
Exports to the Germany went up sharply in November to
800t, more than twenty times the volume in November 2016.
But shipments to Taiwan fell in November to 180t, a drop of
21pc year-over-year.
November imports of paraffin wax consisting less than
0.75pc oil content was up by 44pc to 600t. Despite the sharp
increase, Japan’s overall imports from January-November were
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lower by 2pc when compared with a year earlier.
Shipments from Malaysia were up by 77pc year-over-year at
240t. Malaysia is typically the largest supplier, contributing to
around 60pc of the Japan’s total import volume. Supplies from
China more than doubled from a year ago to 180t. Imports
from Taiwan also edged up to 170t, up by 2.9pc when compared with November 2016.

But year-on-year ﬁgures showed a 121pc increase from 172
t/d in November 2016.
Germany continued to be the main export market for South
African paraﬃn wax, taking on 44pc of total volumes in No-

Iran’s December wax exports drop from 2016 levels
Iran's December paraﬃn wax exports sunk well below volumes
that were exported during the same month last year.
December exports of paraﬃn wax containing less than
0.75pc oil content fell from December 2016 export levels —
278 t/d — by 39pc to 171 t/d. On a monthly basis, exports fell
by 7pc from November’s 184 t/d.
As of December, the 2017 monthly export average was lagging 2016 levels at 5,253 t/month, down by 608 t/month from
last year's monthly average as of December, which was 5,861
t/month.
Iranian wax exports largely moved to Turkey in December,
a departure from the previous six months’ trade patterns when
India took the top spot. Turkey took on 46.6 t/d of Iran's wax
exports, or 27.3pc of the country's total exports. In December
2016, Turkey’s share of Iranian wax exports stood at 33.8pc,
taking on 94 t/d of Iran's wax export volumes. The second and
third top destinations for Iranian paraﬃn wax in December of
this year were India and Myanmar, respectively. India received
25pc of Iran's total wax export volumes in December while
Myanmar took 12.6pc.
The remaining 35pc of Iranian exports in December moved
to outlets in Africa, Europe and south Asia, in that order.
Iran's Sepahan Oil's posted oﬀers for its slack wax in drums
moved up again for a second consecutive month in December,
tracking the gains in prices for the producer’s Group 1 base
oils. Prices were up by $15/t from mid-December at $725/t
fob Bandar Abbas. Prices were then at their highest in 2017.
The increased prices extended to its posted oﬀers for parafﬁn wax. Sepahan Oil had returned to produce paraﬃn wax in
drums with posted oﬀers starting at $940/t fob Bandar Abbas.
Iran's paraﬃn wax imports declined to 1.3 t/d in December. In December 2016, Iran took on 0.1 t/d in import volumes.

Argus China and Global
Oil Conference 2018
28-29 March 2018 | China

300+

Senior Level
Participants

60+

International
Crude Suppliers

100+
Independent
Refiners

South Africa paraﬃn wax exports fall in November
South Africa's paraﬃn wax exports of less than 0.75pc oil content dropped by 4.8pc in November from the previous month,
to 381 t/d.
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vember, or 169 t/d. Exports to Germany were 16pc down from
October but much higher than the 47 t/d in November 2016.
The US remained the second largest export market, receiving
31pc of total volumes, or 121 t/d. Export to the US grew by
44pc from October and by 92pc from November 2016. Singapore ranked third with 33 t/d, or 8pc of the total.
Smaller volumes were delivered to Italy, Spain and Turkey,
while the remaining 11pc of total November volumes went to
other countries in Europe, Asia-Paciﬁc, Africa and the Mideast
Gulf.

HBO imports base oils to cover demand
Israeli company, Haifa Basic Oil (HBO) shut down its 77,000t/yr
Group I base oil plant following unexpected technical issues.
The unit shut down on 22 January and works to resolve the issues are expected to last for four to ﬁve weeks. During this time,
there will be no production of base oils and paraﬃn waxes.
The unscheduled closure has left the company short of
products. In order to cover requirements from its domestic
customers, HBO is seeking to import supplies of base oils.
Closure comes at a time when base oil producers are ramping up production and buyers are building inventories ahead of
peak demand between February and May. Increased demand
from the domestic market and from term buyers overseas
during this time may put pressure on HBO to import further
supplies to cover contractual agreements.
Demand for paraﬃn wax is also picking up pace at the
beginning of the year. There is good availability of these products in Europe as a result of domestic output and competitive
Chinese imports.
HBO part of the Bazan Group, together with its sister companies Carmel Oleﬁns and Gadiv Petrochemical.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Replacement of US slack wax quote
Argus is proposing to replace its US slack wax assessment with
three slack wax assessments.
Under this proposal, Argus would terminate the existing US
slack wax assessments (USC/lb PA0015811, Euro/t PA0015815)
and replace each with three new US slack wax assessments
reﬂecting three diﬀerent melt-point ranges for low-melt, midmelt and high-melt:
 Low-melt: melt-points between 120 – 133 degrees Fahrenheit
 Mid-melt: melt-points between 134 – 139 degrees Fahrenheit
 High-melt: melt-points between 140 – 170 degrees Fahrenheit
This change is being proposed to align Argus' US slack wax
assessments more closely with the US slack wax markets and
increase the detail in the price assessments.
Argus will be accepting comments on this change up to
28 February. To discuss comments on this proposal, please
contact Suzanne Edwards at suzanne.edwards@argusmedia.
com or by phone on +1 713 429 6318. Formal comments should
be marked as such and may be submitted via e-mail to globalwaxes@argusmedia.com or by post to Suzanne Edwards, Argus
Media Ltd, 2929 Allen Parkway, Suite 700, Houston, TX 77019
and received by 28 February. Please note, formal comments
will be published after the consultation period unless conﬁdentiality is speciﬁcally requested.

Arrests follow suspected oil theft at Bukom reﬁnery
Singapore police have made 17 arrests, including Shell employees, for alleged theft of oil products from the Pulau Bukom
complex.
There were a subsequent 11 men charged over the misappropriation and receipt of gasoil, police said.
Shell Singapore lodged a police report in August last year,
which resulted in a police operation on 7 January that seized
S$3.05mn ($2.29mn) of cash and a 12,000t tanker, said the
Singapore police. Investigations are continuing.
There could potentially be a short delay in supply operations at Shell's 500,000 b/d Pulau Bukom reﬁnery, although
Shell said it expects to meet its contractual supply obligations
to customers.
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Imports and exports
US wax imports
VWA ¢/lb
Nov

Volume mn lb

Oct

±

2017
YTD

2016
YTD

±

Nov

Oct

±

2017
YTD

2016
YTD

±

Petroleum wax
Paraffin wax,< 0.75% oil

60.83

61.47

-0.64

64.30

59.60

4.70

36.32

36.15

0.17

485.95

513.85

-27.90

Micro, slack, misc. wax

58.72

55.64

3.08

56.90

58.10

-1.20

31.58

42.73

-11.15

479.29

285.18

194.11

Total petroleum wax

59.85

58.31

1.54

60.61

59.07

1.54

67.90

78.88

-10.98

965.24

799.03

166.21

Carnauba wax

303.73

308.80

-5.07

306.70

297.70

9.00

1.00

0.94

0.06

13.18

10.48

2.70

Candelilla wax

372.43

358.34

14.09

155.10

60.30

94.80

0.09

0.13

-0.04

3.90

6.65

-2.75

Non-petroleum wax

Vegetable wax, other than TG

112.93

181.30

-68.37

164.40

150.70

13.70

0.36

0.23

0.13

2.25

1.78

0.47

Beeswax

327.53

372.43

-44.90

350.70

376.30

-25.60

0.61

0.83

-0.22

11.33

7.79

3.54

Montan wax

112.52

122.05

-9.53

111.00

102.10

8.90

0.65

0.85

-0.20

9.28

5.92

3.36

Total non-petroleum wax

240.27

265.16

-24.89

250.87

224.54

26.33

2.71

2.98

-0.27

39.94

32.62

7.32

154.49

141.73

12.76

144.20

147.70

-3.50

32.89

41.39

-8.50

417.73

290.39

127.34

2016
YTD

±

Candles

US wax exports
VWA ¢/lb

Volume mn lb

Nov

Oct

±

2017
YTD

2016
YTD

±

Nov

Oct

±

2017
YTD

Petroleum wax
Paraffin wax,< 0.75% oil

60.63

78.72

-18.09

62.80

75.80

-13.00

5.74

3.67

2.07

68.56

57.96

10.60

Micro, slack, misc. wax

55.39

55.75

-0.36

65.60

62.90

2.70

28.67

31.58

-2.91

410.24

237.99

172.25

Total petroleum wax

56.26

58.14

-1.88

65.19

65.45

-0.26

34.41

35.25

-0.84

478.80

295.95

182.85

Non-petroleum wax
Vegetable wax, other than TG

142.90

146.18

-3.28

159.70

219.80

-60.10

0.76

1.08

-0.32

10.08

5.57

4.51

Beeswax

227.16

183.07

44.09

208.60

192.40

16.20

0.53

0.81

-0.28

9.88

5.44

4.44

Total non-petroleum wax

177.28

161.93

15.35

183.90

206.24

-22.34

1.29

1.89

-0.60

19.96

11.01

8.95

298.26

279.28

18.98

264.80

285.20

-20.40

6.86

7.55

-0.69

131.53

109.26

22.27

Candles

US candle imports, Nov
Country

US candle exports, Nov

VWA Volume
¢/lb
mn lb

Volume % Top ports by volume

Country

VWA Volume
¢/lb
mn lb

Volume % Top ports by volume

Vietnam

202.80

9.53

28.98 Los Ang, Dallas

Canada

300.36

3.65

Canada

116.85

9.34

28.40 Detroit, Buffalo

UK

269.08

0.84

12.26 NY City, Norfolk

Mexico

58.85

3.79

11.52 Laredo, San Dgo

Netherlands

299.10

0.69

10.07 Norfolk, NY City

India
Dominican Republic

53.28 Detroit, Arb Dst

105.85

2.82

8.57 New Orl, Savannh

Australia

214.82

0.25

3.65 Los Ang, Norfolk

76.84

2.64

8.03 P Rico, NY City

China

328.52

0.19

2.77 Boston, Los Ang

China

241.83

1.59

4.83 Los Ang, NY City

Korea

491.00

0.19

2.77 Los Ang, Norfolk

Thailand

314.89

0.80

2.43 Los Ang, NY City

UAE

308.04

0.13

1.90 NY City, Norfolk

Poland

144.14

0.57

1.73 NY City, Balt

Mexico

132.46

0.11

Others

339.65

1.81

5.51 59 countries

Others

312.75

0.80

Total

154.49

32.89

Total

298.26

6.85
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Imports and exports
US paraffin wax containing less than 0.75% oil imports, Nov

US paraffin wax containing less than 0.75% oil exports, Nov

Country

VWA Volume
¢/lb
mn lb

China

56.63

27.48

China

29.31

3.10

54.01 Hou/Gal, Los Ang

Taiwan

56.99

3.35

9.22 San Frn, Los Ang

Canada

86.56

1.95

33.97 Buffalo, Detroit

Canada

85.69

2.92

8.04 Buffalo, Detroit

Mexico

80.94

0.22

3.83 San Dgo, Laredo

India

44.41

0.96

2.64 Houston, NY City

Japan

78.98

0.12

2.09 NY City, Hou/Gal

Germany

Volume % Top ports by volume
75.66 Laredo, San Frn

Country

VWA Volume
¢/lb
mn lb

Volume % Top ports by volume

92.58

0.53

1.46 Savannh, NY City

Germany

187.88

0.08

1.39 Norfolk, Detroit

South Africa

112.81

0.50

1.38 NY City, Houston

Taiwan

165.02

0.04

0.70 Los Ang, Chicago

Japan

137.39

0.29

0.80 NY City, Los Ang

Korea

78.52

0.04

0.70 Los Ang, Seattle

Turkey

66.53

0.16

0.44 NY City

Australia

110.17

0.03

0.52 Los Ang, Phila

Others

102.00

0.13

Others

208.08

0.16

60.83

36.32

60.63

5.74

Total

0.36 18 countries
100.00

Total

US micro, slack and miscellaneous wax imports, Nov
Country

VWA Volume
¢/lb
mn lb

2.79 57 countries
100.00

US micro, slack and miscellaneous wax exports, Nov

Volume % Top ports by volume

Country

VWA Volume
¢/lb
mn lb

Volume % Top ports by volume

Canada

49.85

14.440

45.73 Buffalo, Detroit

Canada

45.94

21.469

Brazil

43.63

5.751

18.21 Phila

Mexico

62.09

4.704

Malaysia

93.87

3.407

10.79 Houston, San Frn

Netherlands

68.93

0.573

South Africa

59.79

2.659

8.42 Houston, NY City

Germany

78.04

0.534

1.86 NY City, Los Ang

Thailand

50.91

1.678

5.31 Savannh, Norfolk

India

148.13

0.222

0.77 Balt

Others
Total

0.88

3.642

58.72

31.577

11.54 29 countries
100.00

Others
Total

1.67

1.172

55.39

28.674

74.87 Buffalo, Detroit
16.41 Laredo
2.00 NY City, Hou/Gal

4.09 71 countries
100.00
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